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TERRITORIAL FAIR EDITION.

tion for square dealing, will linve control
of this feature of tho week's sport, and
tlie $3, 500 in prizes v, ill go only to those
who merit them. We intend to make tliia
the best horse show in tho west, as w itness
the liberal prizes offered for horses of the
2 :'.'), 2:45 and 2:50 class.
"Another sporting feature, and one in
which all property holders are especially
interested because of personal welfare,
is the fireman's races. We olfor $450 in
premiums for expert firemen this year,
and will have competing teams in the
races from Kl Paso, l.as Vegas, Preseott,

THE FAIR.
Distinctively
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a Territorial

In-

stitution that Promises to
Eclipse All Previous
Efforts.

Albuquerque and other points."

President C. C. Hall Reviews the
Attractions of Fair AVcck
A Kuttliu? Program
Laid Out.

Till--

KNl'AMI'MKNT.

M1I.ITAKY

"Five companies

of militia frcm NewMexico and Arizona, Col. Marmofi's noted

Laguna Indian infantry and three troops
I'. S. cavalry from Forts Wingate and
The Objects and Aims of the Stanton have been ordered to go into
camp here during the w hole of fair week,"
Present Management and
continued Mr. Hall, '.'and the military
What it Has
encampment promises to prove a brilliant
feature of the week's pleasures. Gen.
McCook and stall- have been invited to
becomo (he guests of the Albuquerque
A Proereesive and
Body Commercial club on (his occasion, and 1
are likely to
of Men Who Have at Stake
be with us. U. S. army ollicers are to
serve as judges in awarding the $1 ,100 in
the Welfare of All New
prizes offered to the militia. Music for
Mexico,
the fair will be supplied by the 2d U. S.
cavalry band from Fort Wingate under
of i'rof. Marelles."
Real Novelties that will Bring Great tho leadership
INDIAN NOVELTIES.
A
Crowds
Street Parade of
"You may also note that we have perUnrivaled Grandeur.
fected arrangements for a novel attraction
this year in theshape of a band of Navajo
Phenomenally Low Kates on All Hall- squaws who will weave their famous
home-spuways which Everybody Can AlVord
Indian blankets in the presto Take Advantage of.
ence of the visitors ; also Pueblo Indian
girls, who, with their rude metatas will
The New Mexico territorial exposition
n? a native silver
bread. Then there
,,V
opens its 11th annual show at Albuquer-- , gmiUl nt Wf)rk Ht ifJ ni(,e U)Tj,c. a band
que on September 14, and continues one 0f Navajo warriors on horse back to take
week. With a view to giving the public part in the big parade, and a party of
a
weari,,
some idea of just what the attractions of MoJ'v ll"lil,n bl,i"u'
this year are to be, a representative of the
New Mexican called on President C. C.
Hall, at his comfortable office in the1
Cromwell block the other night, and pel- ted him with a whole lot of interrogatories.
"The territorial fair w ill this year, we
think," said Mr. Hall, "rather knock out
anything in this line that has ever
in the southwest. This, you understand, is distinctively a 'territorial
institution,' and as such we have reason
to expect, indeed, we already have, the
heartiest co operation of every live man
in New Mexico."
"Yes; Mr. Hall, if the territorial press
indicates public sentiment, the people
certainly appreciate the policy which the
exposition managers are follow ing out in
this matter," said the scribe.
"I believe they do," replied the active
young president, "in fact, the generous
response to our efforts that comes from
all quarters, not only from this territory
but from Colorado, Arizona and western
Texas, leads us to believe that, from Btart
to finish, this fair week is going to be one
grand round of unalloyed pleasure for the
average visitor and profitable for all New
Mexico. Comparatively few people appreciate the rapid growth of this territory. It is a steady, substantial advance,
based upon the varied and wonderful
natural resources here existing, and it has
been our aim to attract this year exhibits
ol

-

'
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ance of its future. Here one finds an nn
usually happy combination of resources.
As a commercial point one finds here a
set of business men
thrifty,
representing both the jobbing anil retail
all
in
trade
the leading lines of merchan
and a busier set of men is not to he
dise,
The Mercantile Monarch of the enceunntered anywhere. There are
if 00, and on Friday night occurs the
some fifteen jobbing houses in the city at
while
IndusSouthwest--A.- n
the
at
ball
armory,
grand military
this time. Their' goods or wares find a
the evening pleasures of the week will
profitable and growing market in the
trial and Kailroad
close on Saturday night with another or n
smaller towns, mining camps, farm set
air concert free to all."
Center.
tlementa and stock ranches in ail central,
"Thus you can form some idea," sa d
northwestern and soutnern New Mexico;
Mr. Hall, "of what New Mexico's tectin Mexico and west along the A. it 1
orial fair is to be this year ; and as foi One Million Dollars in Improve- - railroad
throughout northern and central
the
Arizona to the verv borders ot California.
inents A Live City and
THAT ARE COMING
CROWDS
vast
This
region of country now practieal-- I
its "Wonderful
to enjoy it, well, let them come, for tln
ly relies upon Albuquerque for its supplies of all descriptions, and with each
will not rue it; in fact the people of t
Kesources.
succeeding year, aye, with each month,
southwest will find it cheaper to travel th n
its trade demands are rapidly increasing,
to stay at home during fair week, for t! e The
- all of which Albuquerque, and Albuquer-- !
Growth
of
AlbuquerRapid
que alone must meet, tor the field is open
extraordinary low rates made by the A ,
que Conservative Facts
to no competitor.
T. & S. F. and A. & P. Railroad comand Figures to
For the year ending July 1, 1 SOI the
Thete
panies are certainly inviting.
A., T. it S. F. company shipped in, eon-- !
it.
demonstrated
Prove
have
amply
corporations
sumed To the merchants of this citv.
their interest in New Mexico's welfn'6
02,550,403 poundsof miscellaneous height,
rilil
'!'.e.v
l,lr
by giving the fair patrons an unprecedent
Thfi flontfir of an Emrire Steadily
something like 20,000,000 pounds, to say
ed rate; not only that, but their agenis
nothing of the goods sent by wagon to
Building up to Contrithroughout the west have been most
the mountainous or interior valley recourteous in distributing our advertising
to
bute
its
gions. From a canvass of the wholesale
matter and posting our display bills alii
houses and taking the most conservative
The passenger rate
over the country.
estimates and striking an average, it is
has been fixed at 1 cent a mile from
apparent that the jobbing trade of AlbuDenver, Colo., El Paso, Texas, Barstow,
California and all intermediate points. The City's Increase in Taxable Values-Fift- een querque is now and has been for the
past three years increasing in volume at
All displays of fruits and vegetables will
Per Cent Advance in all
the rate of over half a million dollars
be transported by the railroads free of
yearly. It is a growth pushed hy no
Real Property.
charge; all other exhibits, such as live
artificial causes, no fictitious boom, but
stock, minerals, etc., at half the usual
a long, strong stride in keeping
rate, and the express company lias als A
e
Tlitlr lnirolies, simply
People
Willi the steady growth of Albuquerque's
given half rates on transportation of
In
St
InstiMill
li
nil
Fcliools, linukt
trade territory, inspiring confidence on
exhibits. The narrow gauge system in
all sides and in every way satisfactory
tutions --The March of
Colorado has also treated us very genercharacterto the conservative-gpt-therously, the D & R. G. and Santa Fe
of (he average Albuquerque wholeSouthern lines having just notified me
Albuquerque haB cast oft" the swaddling istics
in
also
is
trade
a highly
saler. The retail
that they will make and widely advertise cioti,eg 0f villagehood and stands
satisfactory condition, showing n gradual
progressive and thoroughly L'rowrh from season to season. In no
loaT. TUs
phZminally the
low rate over the A., T. & S.F., ought to J wide awake commercial and industrial line of trade does business appear to be
One of the leading retailers
bring us a very large attendance from center in the southwest a thrifty city,
flambeau club of forty
well trained men will make a display
of pyrotechnics, the equal of wheh
has never been seen in this region
of the west. Oa Friday afternoon the
in New Mexico
best drilled militia-ma- n
or Arizona will be awarded a purse of
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people of all classes, not only in Allm-'i- s
qnerque, but throughout both New Mex-ico and Arizona, and this, coupled with
its policy of paying interest on all de- posits from the 1st of the month which
are made prior to toe otti ot mat month
has made it immensely popular all over
the southwest. This institution under
the
management of Mr. A.
W. Jones and his assistants would reflect credit upon any financial center in
the union.
The growth of Albuquerque in financial
strengtli as well as in population and
commercial importance has been steady.
Kvery new hank statement published has
shown a highly satisfactory gain. The
banking business affords a good index to
every other line of business, and the ex
hibits show that Albuquerque no longer
has any rival as the commercial and finan
cial center of the territory.
1

pains-takin-

AS

A

MAM

FATl KINO

MART

the Duke city quite holds its own with
any competitor of similar population in
the west. There are three iron and brass
foundries, the largest being connected
with the A. & P. Railroad company's
machine shops, w hich, by the way, employ
the year around over 300 men. The chief
private enterprise of this kind is owned
and managed by that sterling good citizen
and accomplished artisan, Mr. R.P. Hull.
His foundry and also Mr. Jacoby s were
destroyed by tire tins spring, but and it
lenionstrates again the
ness of the Albuquerque business man-- in
less than six weeks they had both
and are
operating on a larger
,
Mr Ilull'o nlnnf
U fcnnn
Alhmiiun.l I.Y,..,.,l,v ..
Machine comnunv. was established in
IShii, and
notwithstanding his en- vvnrL-hp ia nnnlile tr tiiAol
flip
.
, "
, . ,r,
,,
uemauu Ol rtiuuqueruue a truue m tins
line of manufactures. The mining camps
are specially good patrons of this institu-ou- t
tion. 1 he main building covers a ground
spar e of 50x150 fret, with all sorts of

thing like a description of the better class
of structures which this city has erected

estimated, would save, by "xtrwlins
the dirt and grease from the wool
shipment, at least MOO.OuO a year ju
freights that is, this vast auui ij paid out
to
annually for transporting rcl'u.-,the eastern markets.
Then, as to the location of a smelting
plant, here the rich but dry ores of Arizona come by the Atlantic iv. J'uciiic railroad, and are met by the lead ores of the
Miigdalenas and other camps of southern
New Mexico, which come up by the A.,
1. & S. r. road, both classes can be obtained conveniently and cheaply al tl.i.--.
point, and with the advantage of cheap
and abundant fuel from the ncighboriiu;
camps of Cernllos and (uil!up can be
worked here, it is claimed, more kii
fully than al any other point in the southwest.
Limestone and iron, which are
articles largely used in this busine.-s- , nre
also convenient and abundant, and
be had at a mere nominal expense.
Having thus treated briefly o( the location, natural surroundings, cninnii rein!,
financial and manufacturing int
o.
Albuquerque conservatively, vol hiirrir!-lyfortius isn't intended to be a very
of the city's many
pretentious write-uattractive points the Nicw Mi:ie.-- .
will devote itself to the treatment of other
to
topics under the various
he found below.

within the past seven months. Cats are
of many of them which speak
fi'r more eloquently of the pluck and push
of the Duke city resident than mere
r,
words. The Xnw Mkxican may,
supplement this showing by presenting ajme bona fide facts and figures
whit ii tend to show how it is, even in
tli" uMiidlv dull season of midsummer,
with our neighbor down the Rio Grande,
and accordingly is appended a partial list
of the nifii-noteworthy buildings either
lately completed or at the present time
under roof and receiving their finishing
lunches
The Albuquerque Commercial
dub house, furnished
$ GO.OOO
05,000
Crystal Ice Co. 'a plant
I'niveriiitv of New Mexico
35,000
30,000
Wl,i!ing business block. .
Vnsarri block
30,000
Impr.iv'mntsat U. S. Ind'nschool 30,000
New West aca.lomv
25,000
bvii: fail.cn,' school
25,000
19,500
Strong building
iri n!( .; building
17,000
how-ove-
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I. II.

Ihi-h-

block

es

residence

I'r.iTil;

Hi' .'M,: residence.-

l.-ii-

lohu A. Lee, residence
V.
Chiiders, residence

'.

CITY.

S. l,e,innon, residence...
F. Aniiijn, residence
.Mvers, residence
Mrs. Jfubbi'l, residence
'.iliona tu A. it 1 R. R. shops

Wliat Alhuquertiuc j Doing in (n( l.hie
of Iiiiurovcmiit -- A liht
Showing.

l:ust

0,,,ln,

14,000
12,000
10,000
10,000
10,000
6,500
6,000
0,000
4,000
7,800

ur.uregational church parsonage
i
eMur, residence
Otto
residence
A. 1'. Hill, residence
Win.
dwellings
II. Plueher, residence
Kieetrlc company's now power
t

Ill0 grOWtll Ot AIlMqUerqiie 18
sing at a most encouraging rate. Th
fact that the little city lias never ccasi
.
to grow irom me (lavoi its maiming has
.
moved steadily forward, in season am
of season, dull times or Hush ones,
without anything akin to a ''boom,''
v
J
sreftks volumes to , ...icnfnl
,.,imi.
There
no guess
a separate building are stored '.flOXOO vative busineP8
worth of patterns and models. These work about Albuquerque's growth, either.
.

V.j
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liiw,

3,500

3,000
4,000

Mei'-cllan-

;

11

4,000
4,500

.fo;c( h

3,100,

h. lime

2,800

Cromwell
on
Improvements
block.,
t. 10....1.
no...
OC
storeroom
OH.'
Schuster liros., storehouse..
). L. l'arker, residence

'

I

! J

3,800
2,500
5,000
2,100
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and convey an intelligent idea of their development, while at the same time mixing in eneugli in the line of sports and
other attractions to send the visitors
home pleased with New Mexico and her
institutions and impressed with the energy and pluck of her citizens."
"You are assured of a great crowd
during fair week, then V"
"Well, I should rather guess! It will
be by far the largest assemblage the new
southwest has ever seen ; but we shall
have ample accommodations for them.
Although Albuquerque has its full quota
of hotels and boarding houses, our housing capacity is somewhat limited just now,
but it won't be long, for temporary sleeping quarters will be provided in many of
the business blocks now in course of
construction, and besides, the citizens of
Albuquerque have agreed to throw open
their spare bed rooms to the visitors accompanied by their wives and children,
and committees are canvassing the town
now and listing these places so that there
will b3 perfect system governing the selection of comfortable quarters."
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FAIll WEEK ATTRACTIONS.

"Give the readers of the Ni:w Mexican
a running review of the week's attractions, Mr. Hall," said the reporter.
"With pleasure. To begin with, our
association has made an extra effort to
bring out this year displays of mineral,
live stock and products of the farm and
orchard. In this we have been greatly
aided by Governor Prince, whose utter- ances at the last year's fair have done so
much to stimulate the agricultural and
horticultural interests of New Mexico,
and who, by the wav, is to deliver the
opening address this year, giving his
bearers a fitting 'companion piece' to his
former valuable address.
"For superintending the various departments of the exposition it has been the
aim of the managers to select the very
best material men who have had experience and who are recognized abroad as
in every sense qualified to act impartial
and fairly by all exhibitors. For instance,
there is Mr. Geo. L. Brooks at the head
of the live stock department;
Mr.
iStamm, the commission merchant, in
charge of the division of horticulture;
Mr. R. P. Hall, mechanics; Governor
Stover in supervision of the mineral display, and two of New Mexico's fairest
daughters, Misses Lillian Hirst and Kate
Forrester, at the head of the departments
especially attractive to ladies. Other departments are all in good hands, and the
farming industry, particularly ; it will be
under Mr. W. P. Metcalf's supervision,
and he is one of the most successful and
experienced agriculturists in the southwest. New Mexico's educational exhibit
is looked after by Prof. C. E. Hodgin,
and the accomplished Geo. H. Helmer
has charge of the department of fine arts.
"TnE SrEED

H1NO

program presents a grand list of prizes
this year; and we have already on the
grounds an attractive list of steppers.
Horses from all points in New Mexico,
from Colorado, Texas, Arizona and California will compete for the premiums in
this department. Mr. Chas. M. Geach,
secretary of the Fair association and a
s
horseman, who has a reputa- first-clas-

STltElST SCENES
and a grin and armed with
crooked clubs.
"In the base ball tournament a $300
prize is offered to the best club, and there
will be no less than six teams in the
competition, coming from El I'aso, Eddy ,
Whipple JiarracKS, l.as v egas, Aiouquer-queSanta Fe anil other points.
"On Saturday, 'Children's day', there
will be a variety of games and simple
amusements; all children under 12 years
on this day will be admitted to the fair
grounds free of charge." '
g

uorthwestern New Mexico and from
rado points."

Colo-

At this juncture the plucky head of the
exposition management passed the scribe
one of John Brady's famous samples of
"the weed" and remarked :
"There is just one more thing I want to
say, and that is that the managers of this
territorial institution appreciate to the
fullset the generosity and courtesy of the
southwestern press in the very liberal aid
they have lent us, and for myself, I want to
especially thank the New Mexican for its
many kind expressions hi behalf of the
SIDE ATTllACTIONS.
officers and their labors."
Mr. Hall said that outside of the jurisAppended is the official directory of the
diction proper of the exposition managers, Territorial F'air association and its of
but working in harmony with them, the fleers :
C. C. ll.u.1
President
citizens of Albuquerque had arranged a & M. Kiii.nom
Trcunirer
M.
Gkacii
Sccreturv
(,'hak.
of
evening entertairments K. M. lliiiiioiiR
grand list
Asst. Sucretnry
which may be here treated under the
VICE PRESIDENTS
above subheading. He said :
W. V. JlETCAI.F,
W.8. PllAEOEIl.
"On the evening of Monday, the 14th,
Ko swell.
Albiuinerquo.
Hech
Fi'.iiii
AltTHUll BOYLE,
in
a
be
will
concert
kk,
there
free open air
Belen.
t
Hantu Fe.
San
the
the pagoda fronting
F'elipe KuakcisCmjtton,
('HAS. BklllNCElt,
liaton.
hotel, given by the 2d U. S. cavalry
Birlui;er.
i.i.n,
J.J. Smith,
band. Tuesday evening a promenade T. B. Mi I.aa
VeROd.
WaRon Mound.
concert occurBthe at Albuquerque Guards' Cua. HrOKI.KDEIl,
M. 8. OTKIlC),
K. Las Vifc'as.
Bernalillo.
Wednesday night
spacious armory.
C. F. EAHI.KY,
takes place a classical concert at Grant's U. B, KnriY,
CerrllloR.
I.os
Kdny.
opera house, and on Thursday evening Twos. I). liCII.NS,
W. F. KUCllENIIECKF.lt,
comes on the big ball, given under the
Tterra A tr arllla.
(..nihil..
M. W. BltOWNE,
auspices of the Albuquerque Ladies' Pub- LOUI9 llCNINIl,
Los l.uiius.
Socorro.
lic Library association, after the great
J. II. HltAOAW,
iOli. FllEUUENHTEIN,
STREET I'AHADK AND

TUADI--

H

DISPLAY

takes place. To those who enjoyed this
leature of fair week last year we can
promise a much more magnificent pagent
lhisincss men are makthis season,
to have
ing elaborate preparations
their various institutions appropriately
represented in this pagent, and aside
from the cavalry, militia, the Indian
horsemen, the firo and base ball teams,

backed by men of brains, pluck and
perseverance, who have confidance in
their location, appreciate its wonderful
natural surroundings and are not afraid
to expend their time and risk their capital in the development of them.
What resource has any western city
that Albuquerque has not?
Ask yourself this question, kind reader,
and then take a survey of the map you'll
find it elsewhere in this edition with
"Albuquerque" marked in big black
letters.
Permit yourself to study the
situation without prejudice.
Located in the very heart ol the long,
fertile valley of the Rio Grande, the
garden spot of the west for more than a
century with a Boil as rich and productive
as the valley of the Nile; surrounded by
mountains containing untold mineral
wealth, w ith a most attractive climate, remarkable for its temperate and equable
qualities, seasonable yet always inviting;
in the center of an empire greater than that
of the United Kingdom, peopled by
0
souls, and commanding exclusive
tribute from the inhabitants of a larger
area than thut of whi di any other one
city on American soil can boast standing
is Albuquerque,
thus

IN

Copyr'Kt,

he thought Albuquerque could,
taking one with another, show up the
most responsible and all around prosperous set of merchants in the west
and he said his trade was good enough
to cause him to make no protest when
the taxing authorities raised him this
year !f2,U00 on the assessment of his
The circumstance is restore room.
ferred to merely to emphasize the statement that, commercially, Albuquerque
Is enjoying a very substantial prosperity.
AH A

FINANCIAL CliNTIiK

Albuquerque proudly tops any riv.il in
New Mexico, Arizona, southern Colorado
or southwestern Texas. Capital stock,
surplus and undivided profits of the four
banking houses there foot up !f453,28S.-10- ,
and their deposits, as shown by sworn
statements, July 9 last, were 1,009. 070.-8The older institutions are the First
National, of which J. S. Raynolds is
president and M. W. Floiirnoy is cashier;
the Albuquerque National of which S. M.
Folsom is president and A. C. Briggs
cashier. Tne Hank of Commerce ia a
thrifty youngster, in business a little more
than a year and backed by such men as
A. W. Cleland, jr., the Messrs. Mandell,
Hon. M.S. Otero and Dr. G. W. Harrison, with W. S. Strickler as cashier.
The New Mexico Savings Bank & Trust
UcorRot Wl).
San Murclat.
company, established some two years
J. II. It LEY,
It. II. Hoppkh,
ago, has perhaps the handsomest quarTUB MERCANTILE MONAUC'II
I.118 Crucea.
Hlilnbo rough
ters west of the Missouri river and its
E. G. Kciss,
Don Kedzik,
of the new southwest, a favored city in- success has
DcmiiiR.
been phenominiil. T! of
LordKuurg.
W. C. McDonald,
A. W. Harris,
deed, whose future requires neither a
nrrj J. C. Baidiidge,
pieeidenl ; A.
wbito Oaks.
KiuRxton.
W. Jones, vice president S. M. Folsom,
J. M. TYLKIt,
A. LEONARD,
prophet nor the son of a prophet to
secr'-larBllYcr City,
and treasurer, and W. 10. Peck,
Mugilaleim.
A. UUSDOHF, Taos.
of St. Johnsbiiry, Yt., assistant treasurer.
would
to
w
he
difficult
It
hat
say
parThe executive committee and the board
Last spring this hank adopted the
of directors of the association include many ticular single element of wealth con- "dime savings stamp system" which has
of the abova named and a dozen of Albu- tributes chiefly to Albuquerque's pros- - accomplished a very commendable work
ent prosperity and stands as an aesur-- j in encouraging habits of thrift among
querque's foremost citizens.
175,-00-

y

;

t ;
i t

I'J-

Harper

Brolheri.

Jl

ALIJUQUEUQUE.

said

for-tel- l.

lrf'l,

.i.-

works employ from thirty-fiv- e
to forty
men, most of whom are men of families
and are property owners. The pay roll
foots up about if oU.OOO yearly, and last year
147 car loads of raw material wero consumed at the works.
There are also in Albuquerque three
s
flour mills in constant operation and enjoying their full share of prosperity. The mill of Mr. Musard, a cut of
w hich
is elsewhere shown, is a perfect
institution, equipped with the latest roller
nrocess machinery, ' and the eneriretic
owner draws his grain supply from the
better class of producers in Bernalillo,
Valencia, Taos and Santa Fe counties.
His special brand is "Pride of the Rio
Grande," a popular manufacture which
enjoys an extensive demand.
In other lines of manufacturing, such
as planing mills, harness and shoe concerns, two steam sausage plants, the
mammoth Crystal Ice plant, ably managed by W. II. Hulvoy, and numerous
other smaller manufactories just budding
into life, Albuquerque can boast a full
supply.
But the city begins to feel now the need
of other institutions of this kind and its
people, led by the progressive mon of the
Albuquerque Commercial club, are prepared to present facts and figures and
grant the most liberal bonuses for the establishment there of such institutions as
a woolen mill, a tannery and a smelter.
The locution is peculiarly advantageous
first-clas-

--

for theBe.
Take, for instance, the woolen mill. Of
the 11,000,000 pounds of wool produced
annually in New Mexico Albuquerque
of it.
merchants handle at least four-fifth- s
The figures from the A., T. & S. F. freight
office verify this statement, for they

during the year ending
wool
Albuquerque's
to
amounted
9,247,380.
shipments
A
at
this
point, it
scouring mill
show

that

July

1,

1891,

It is "in sight'' and easily ligured uu, if
one takes the pains to circulate among
the architects, the contractors and thy
builders; but you will have to be quick
about your inquiries, for every mother's
son ot 'em are busy, and while a civil
question will always bring a civil reply
they have no time for laudying words or
answering idle queries.
Building material is in demand at rea- sonnble7. fiirnres.
Brick sell nt. frnm in tn
n
ifH
per thousand and can be contracted in
the wall at $11 to $12. Rough lumber,
$18 per thousand ; finished lumber, $35 ;
1,
stone is very cneap, were ueing excellent
quarries near town.
Tho manufacture of brick has not kept
pace with the times and the demand lor
this class of material is now somewhat
greater than jhe yards are able to supply.
During the past year the famous Arizonu
red sandstone has grown into great popularity and it is being consumed in large
quantities, particularly for trimmings and
ornamental work, though the Albuquerque Commercial club's superb homo ia
built entirely of this stone and presents a
structure of rare beauty, some idea of
which may bo gathered by a glimpse of
the Illustration appearing elsewhere m
these coiumns.
As indicating Albuquorquo's progress it
may be well to note in this connection
the fact that her primitive style of architecture has now been cast aside forever, tho
lays of wooden buildings having passed,
for undera late city ordinance only brick',
stone, iron and glass can be used
the chief material out of which buildings
can be constructed in the future in the
hnuitiaaa rirtvUnti v.
rf tho
... eifv
Interesting as the subject is it would
require entirely too much space and con- sume too much time to detail here any- -

.1. M.
lute, tenements
Chu", y.eiger, dwelling

4 000

2500
2100
1725

CIium.

Whiting, dwelling
Wahrr ilecsolden, dwelling
Kalph I loHoran, dwelling
lid Mc iuire, dwelling
liev. John Menaul, dwelling
,p.
V Girard dwelling
k. L. ashburn, dwelling
Summers liurkbart, dwelling.

4 200

2500
4000
8000

'3
. . .

':. rv"W. T.i.

.i....,,"'Mie, uweiunir
Donovan, dwelling....
T. lsherwood. dwelling
A. Rospnwnlii v.
"Llllliu
Mrs. Collins, dwelling
Wui . Cook, dwelling
Geo. Albright, dwelling ....
Mr. Wheeler, dwelling
Mr. Hallahau, dwelling
I' G. Pratt,
dwelling
Mr. Pillsbury, dwelling

r'fr.
1,700

lv

1,500
1,200
1 nre
J.iMI
1 200

,

"

1

000

2500

"

o!

1600
1'inn
1,600

1200
1000
1000
$477,625

This represents the amount of cosh
that Albuquerque has actually invested ia
new buildings thus far this
year; almost
hall
million, a remarkable showing,
dull
the
cini
times prevailing
thii'tighout tho country generally; but
from this there have been at least
Vlni.oUii expended in the erection of
smaller dwellings, tenements, repairs and
improvements of various sortn.
Now let there be added to the abovo
figures tho improvements vet. tn hn mo,l
j"'1'l,rp tho year, is out; not those merely
"ennfen.iiluln.I , " u'ht..h
:n .r.-- L
......u
ib unuu
used to cuver a inn IH(o,ln iiuiu
1
:.i
shiltleasnoss on occasions like this but
to
improvements actually
. . be commenced
.
iinu cameo out anu lor which either
contracts have been let or the plana
11

I
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WEALTH

THE SOIL.

OF

The Rich Valley Liiuilx and Their
Home
ducts V
Market.
Never-Failin-

g

For moro than two centuries the valley
of the Rio Grande has been known as
the garden of New Mexico. Long before
the first American immigrant net foot
upon its soil this country was celebrated
among the Spanish natives of the territory for the fertility of its lands and beauty of its climate ; its luscious fruits and its
unsurpassed vegetables were carried into
all the neighboring districts, while its
genial and sunny climate and an abundance of water for irrigation purposes made
its lands always profitable and in demand.
From Bernalillo south to San Marcial, a
distance of a little more than 1U0 miles,
the alluvial bottom land of the valley has
an average width of about four miles.
Over the whole of this water may be easily carried from the river in irrigating
of the land of
ditches. About
this character in the valley is under cultivation. I'pon this tenth part of the
irrigable land of the district have been
produced all the grains, vegetables and
fruits which have maintained tho reputation which this valley has enjoyed for
more than two centuries, of being ono of
the garden spots of the territory. Nearly all
is
the land of the remaining
in
chaidentical
almost
is
as
good
just
racterand by the application of water
can be made just as fertile and productive
as any of that now under cultivation.
The number of persons who now make
their living directly out of the soil within
the district under consideration is about
or the land will
10,000 and if
support 10,000 people, the whole of it, if
brought under cultivation ongni in anoni
a living to 100,000 and that there is
room in the Kio Grande valley for that
number of persons to make a good living
at farming, gardening and fruit growing,
is not by any means extravagant, for it
must be remembered that with the close
cultivation that is practiced whore farming is carried on by irrigation a much
smaller tract of land will suffice to furnish
a living for a family than where the farmer
depends upon the rainfall.

sell at about the snme price. If a man is of which Albuquerque is practically the
located near town, so that he can come center, and each year sees it growing in
with his w agon and deal with consumers importance. Louis Imbert's Buccess is a
direct, he can count w ith certainty upon fair sample of what the fruit grower with
realizing - cents a pound all around for pluck and push can accomplish here.
his onions, beets, parsnips, rutabagas, In less than five years he has made a
He has now in full
carrots and cabbages. Sugar beets and fortune in fruits.
the eattlevarielies yield enormously at bearing 15,000 grape vines, and apple,
the rate of forty, fifty or even sixty tons peach and plum trees that would turn a
to the acre, hat they are used exclusively fruit farmer from Michigan green with
for feeding stock and sell at, comparatively envy. Mr. Imbert will this year manulow prices live to seven dollars a ton. facture about 8,000 gallons of wine.
A gentleman who owns a fine vineyard
ISeans yield
crops in the season, and
about a ton to the acre at each crop. near Albuquerque states that a fair yield
They are worth, on the farm about 3 for a good vineyard is from two to three
cents a pound. Tomatoes, cucumbers, gallons of wine to a vine which is worth
peas, radishes, melons, etc., all grow lux- in Albuquerque from $25 to $40 per baruriously, ami yield abundantly while as- rel of fortv wine gallons, according to

t'o

paragus and celery attains enormous dimensions, succulent and tender, requires
very little care and always brings a high
price. "One acre of asparagus, in this
valley, will bring a man more clear money

quality. With the vines eight feet apart
each way, there would be C80 vines to
the acre, which at tho lowest estimate
above given would yield 1,300 gallons.
This is not above the average for a vine- -

the
Bheepmen of Colorado
Springs. They this year took 158,000
pounds of wool from their flocks in New
Mexico, which we believe to be the greatest clip taken in ' that territory.

..

The famous mission grape, which attains such perfection in the valley of the
Kio Grande, is, without any exception,
the finest flavored table grape in the
world. It is surpassed for wine purposes
by some of the California grapes, but for
table use it is as much superior to the best
grapes grown on the Pacific coast as these
are superior to the northern grapes, and
the taste and judgment of the world will
fullv corroborate this statement as Boon
as the grape growing industry of this
country shall assume such proportions as
will afford a sufficient supply of fruit for
shipment to the leading markets of the
country. It is a crop that never fails.

i
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for the man
who cultivates the soil to, be able to raise
good crops, but to have a good market
for his surplus products. The farmers of
Kansas, Nebraska and Iowa are able to
raise enormous crops of corn, but it frequently happens, in many portions of
these states, that the corn is practically
worthless by reason of the fact that it
costs more to haul it to market than it
can be sold for afterward, and it is not an
uncommon thing for the corn farmers of
those states to use corn instead of wood
or coal for fuel ; and therefore the lands,
although very productive, are not very
profitable. To the man who expects to
make his living by cultivating the ground
a good market is nearly as important as
good soil, for unless he can dispose of his
surplus at fair prices there can not be
much outcome to the business.
If all the lands of the Kio Grande valley
were put under cultivation, and worked to
their utmost capacity there isa reasonable
certainty that every pound of their surplus products will always be required to
meet the demands of the home market,
for it must be borne in mind that the
leading industries of New Mexico are, and
in the nature of things must always continue to be, mining, cattle raising and
wool growing. These industries have
already assumed very important propor
tions, while the field for their extension
especially in the case of mining is almost unlimited. All these great lines of
enterprise employ a large number of men,
all of whom must be fed by the surplus
products of the comparatively small
area of arable land within the territory,
iu from
or their snoplies muwt be Hhippi-abroad the latter being the manner in
which by far the greater noriirm .i crai-thin- g
now consumed is obtained. Some
of the sheep owners produce upon their
own ranches a portion of the supplies required by their employes, but the cattle
men and the miners depend wholly upon
the market, and buy everything they use,
more than 09 per cent of w hich is shipped
in from "the states" for the reason thai
there is no local surplus with which
TO

MKET THE DEMAND.

The annual production of grains, fruits
and vegetables is steadily increasing, but
the demand increases more taVidly than
the supply. Because of the much more
extensive field that is open to the, territory
far mining and grazing, these interests
increase much more in the nggregate than
those of agriculture and horticulture, anil
hence instead of decreasing the quantity
of produce that it is necessary toshipin
from abroad, it has been steadily increasing ever since the American immigration
into the country commenced, tome twelve
years ago, and there is no proljalily indeed there is hardly a possioility that
the quantity of grain and vegetables produced within the territory will ever be
sufficient to meet the demand of the territory, while the ehipmentsof fruits to the
later northern districts of Colorado, Kansas and Nebraska, has aheady assumed
such proportions as to prove a guarantee
of what the future promises.
The comparative scarcity of lands
throughout the territory suitable for
agricultural purposes, and tae vast fields
that are open to the enterprises of mining
and Btock raising, serve to make it clear,
beyond any shadow of doubt, that there
must always, in the nature of things, be
a local market in New Mexico fur everything that the soil can produce. Audit
is the fact w hich renders the rich and
valuable irrigated lands of the Kio Grande
valley peculiarly desirable, and gjves
them a value far in excess of the prices at
which they are now lit Id.

Kesirienre of K. W, Dobson, Esq., Albuquerque, N. MT.
than a hundred acres of corn in the rich- yard iu fair bearing. A more congenial
A Mexican named A. Antonio, from
est district of Kansas," is the assertion climate than that of the Rio Grande val- Tijeras canon, exhibited some rock from
of one of the best farmers residing near ley near
Albuquerque, for the grape or a there, says the Citizen, with an essay cerAlbuquerque. All fruit, grain and vegeta- soil better adapted to produce beneficial tificate from the Socorro smelter attesting
bles find a ready sale in the towns and results in its growth, can not be found that it runs 10
ounces in gold. The
mining camps, and there is agood market the world over. Experienced and expert rock looks like a sand stone, but is a fine
already existing for at least four times as wine makers are greatly needed here and decomposed quartz and the vein is in
much of all these various articles as is could make large prolits in this business, limestone formation. Nobody here would
as a reaity sale is found in the eastern look for gold in such rock. The location
produced at present.
cities and the A., T. &, 8. F. railway of the claim is in Tijeras canon about
THE I'liOFIT IN IT
twenty miles from Albuquerque. A hole
A good farmer or gardner with a forty gives reasonable rates for its exportation.
Another branch of the grape industry of twelve feet is the only work on the
acre farm makes, in the Kio Grande val- which has never been tried
on a large claim.
ley near Aihuqiierque, from $1,500 to
scale is that of raisin making. ExperiThe total area of New Mexico is
profit each year besides paying all ments thus far made have proven highly
37 square miles, or 68,374,400 acres;
his living and working expenses. Be- satisfactory, and in the near future this
to be a pleasant confirmed and unconfirmed, land grants,
industry
promises
sides the crops of grain and vegetables and
profitable occupation for a large class 13,097,603,13 acres; pueblos, 1,092,234,-9- 4
that can be raised the farmer must take of citizens.
acres ; Indian reservations, 2,963,622
into account his fruit, poultry and dairy
products.
Good, fresh butter is in great demand
at 40 cents to 50 cents per pound. Fowls
do well in this vicinity and sell at $4 to
$7 per dozen and hen's eggs fell at 25
cenls to 50 cents per dozen. Cows do
splendidly here, and half an acre in alfalfa will keep a cow the year round.
The cultivation of alfalfa has aleo received much attention. This plant was
comparatively unknown ten years ago,
but fields of it may now be found iu every
part ot the territory, and the native grown
alfalfa hay is rapidly snpplauting the
prairie grass formerly shipped in. It is
cut four tunes a year, and averages one
and a hall tons of the cutting and there
is a steady demand for the hay at $15 to
$20 per ton. By baling this hay and
keeping to sell iu the winter $20 per ton
could be easiiy realized in the Albuquerque market. Just think a moment, ye
swellering,overworked farmers of the east,
what a Held is here open to you. Here
you are not w asting half ynnr Hm haul
to keep warm in winter, nor
ing
oKfjcmluig two thirds the value of your
crops in getting them to market, nor are
you dependent upon the rain fall, for the
waters of. the Kio Grande, ladened with
fertilizing minerals, and the daily sunshine are elements ever at your command
to regulate and guarantee abundant harvests.
13,-00- 0

122,-44-

e
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Sunstroke is unknown even in the ex
treme southern portion of Newexico,
where the thermometer reaches a hundred
and more ; this is accounted for by the
extreme dryness of the atmosphere. The
altitude of the territory ranges from 7,000
feet in the northern part to 3,000 feet
above sea level in the southern part and
in the valleys of the rivers.
The latest meteorological and scientific
data are establishing beyond peradventure
that New Mexico is the real sanitorium of
North America. Physicians all over the
United States are becoming acquainted
with the splendid, health giving climate
of New Mexico and are commencing to
direct patients to come to New Mexico,
lengthening many a life and saving many
a one by this course. Meteorological records and observations have been kept at

25,-00-
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and Abroad.
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acres; military reservations, 202,151,51
acres ; subject to the homestead,
timber culture, desert land and mining laws o f the United States, 59,167,765,
42 acres.

Within a radius of eight miles of Albuquerque there have been 19,624.16 acres
of lauds located bv private parties during
the past year. These figures are official
and are kindly furnished by Chief Clerk
Hugh Morrison, of the U. S. land office.
The entries were divided up as follows :
Homestead, 4,001.04 acres ;
560 acres; desert land claims, 13,188.05;
timber culture, 1,875.07 acres.

The wholesale trade of Albuquerque,
which a few years ago was too small an
item to be worth considering is now as
great in volume as that of any other town
of 10,000 inhabitants in the United States
and reaches into all parts of the southwest. There is not a town or mining
camp in southern New Mexico or northern Arizona in which you will not find
goods received from Albuquerque's wholesale men.

The woodbine grows lustily and with
surprising rapidity at Albuquerque. It
does not require more than three years to
obtain vines sufficiently large to cover the
side of an ordinary house. The people of

Upwards of fifty different irrigation enterprises, with an estimated capital of
$12,000,000, have been chartered in New
Mexico during the past eighteen months,
and actual work is now in progress on

'
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lUttklence of Hon. W. It. Chllders, Albuquerqu e, N. AI.
rthe city could make their homes much .most of them. Within a year, not less
more Deautnui H tney wouia give this vine man i,uoo,ut)U acres ot the nnest iana
a show.
that the sun ever shown upon will be
brought under irrigation. It is now believed that the mesas, or table lands, beThe Denver Field and Farm publishes tween Albuquerque
and the mountains on
a magnificent picture of "A sheep shear- the
east, with an average width of about
in
Mexico
New
scene
ing
sheep waiting ten miles, will soon be
under cultheir Turn at the Corral," and in the ar- tivation by means of anbrought
immense Irrigatticle following says :
ing canal. Should this proposition be
.
t't'l.riVAVION 01' THE GKAl'E
The striking illustration that appears so carried into effect, more than 300 square
that the central Kio Grande valley excels. conspiciously on this page represents a miles of land would be brought under
New cultivation in Bernalillo county, in addishearing camp in southwestern
Much of the fruit is sold to local commisMexico. The merinos in the brush corral tion to that already cultivated or suscepsion merchants and by them Bhipped to and
the Mexican shearers in the back- tible of cultivation. Final surveys for
distant points, but bv far the bulk of it ground form a typical June day scene in such an
enterprise were completed ten
of
New Mexico.
The picture was taken at days ago and P. B. Smith and party of
goes into native wine. This has grown
late years to be a very important industry a sheep camp of Seldomridge & Pebbles, Boston capitalists who are interested
high price and are always in great demand.
The orchards, if of standard trees, require about five to seven years to come
into prolific hearing, but dwarf trees will
bear sooner, say, in about three to five
years.
Bears, peaches, apricots and the small
fruits grow luxuriantly, but it is in the
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Keildence of lion. John A. Lee, Albuquerque,
Major Harry Whiting, an authority on young lady and gentlemen 'cyclers have
fruits and farming in New Mexico and no end of sport at twilight wheeling
one of Albuquerque's oldest residents, is along the smooth hard surface
of the city's
doing a thriving business in the ab residence streets.
line.
stracting
Mr. Chas. Danvers, manager of Gross,
There is no busier man in Alhiinnernne Blackwell & Co's. extensive
wholesale grothan Jesse M. Wheelock, whoBe
cery house, has a very long head on his
is
office
responsible for much of shoulders.
His old friends throughout
Albuquerque's architectural beauty. Mr. all northern New Mexico will be pleased
Wheelock has just returned from the east to know that he is flourishing
beyond all
where he went to select furniture for the past records.
new Commercial club building.
The direct importations by Messrs.
The Arm i jo is one of the finest hotels Lowenthal At
of wines and branin the territory. It has been newlv fur dies, includingMeyers,
all the finest brands and
nished throughout and is provided with vintages, has made it famous throughout
every modern improvement, including the southwest, and it is the only house
gas, electric lights, telephone, elegant that carries direct importations of line
bathing rooms, etc. It is the headnuar- - Italian and
wines. The ever
ters for commercial travelers, for whose enterprising Hungarian
young men of this house are
accommodation
commodious sample te erect a superb business block in Alburooms are provided. Mr. Henry Lock-ha- querque ere many days.
has made it n very prosperous instiThe Albuquerque Fublic Library assotution.
recently organized, has now $800
This edition of the New Mexican is bv ciation,
its treasury and will open its worthy
no means designed to serve the purpose in
institution in a few weeks with $1,000 on
of a "write-upfor any one individual,
and the promise of large donations
firm or business institution.
It's onlv hand,
in
way of books and periodicals from
aim is simply to deal with Albuquerque far the
east friends and
of the
and the city's institutions,
showing city of Albuquerque. Among the ladies
what they are doine toward buildinu un
who are at the head of this enterprise are
New Mexico.
Mrs. S. E. Rose, Mrs. W. C. Hazledine,
Real estate dealers anticioate ereat acti Mrs. Flurnoy, Mrs. Meylert and Mrs.
vity in the real estate market this fall and Creary.
winter. Among those who have in a few
The postal business at Albuquerque is
years made fortunes out of Albuquerque
dirt may be noted, J. B. Bushnell and F. indicated by this official statement by
There
H. Kent. They are conservative, ear- Postmaster A. M. Whitcomb:
nest men, ever on the alert to shew the was mailed at this postofiice, Tuesday,
stranger facts and figures relating to Al- September 1, 1,409 letters for other
; 586 letters for this postofiice ; 122
buquerque's advancement.
Mr. R. P. Hall is president of the Co postal cards for other postolfices ; 52 postal cards for this post ollice ; 11 letters for
operative Building and Loan association,
Europe ; 84 circulars for other postoflices
wuicn, in a iittie over two years, nas Deen 81 pounds newspapers for this office.
This
instrumental in causing the exDendeture
of $70,000 in homes for Albuquerqueans. does not include registered letters or
penalty envelopes.
nere are tnree otner institution of this
kind in the city and they are also in a
Hon. John A. Lee, who has just been
elected president of the street railway
flourishing condition.
Among the city improvements, notice under its new ownership is one of the
of which was omitted under the proper most far seeing of business men. He has
heading, are the increase of the citv's been an active participant in almost
already excellent street light service by every move calculated to piiBh Albuquerthe addition cf twenty arc lights, and the que. He is a plain, quiet man who
construction of a viaduct over the railway makes it a point to succeed at all times
switch tracks at Coal avenue. This will and under all circumstances. Mr. Lee is
be done this fall and will prove of great domiciled in about as comfortable home
convenience to the "highland" residents. as any reasonable man could wish.
s
fire department has Albu
A
Among the new and elegantly appointquerque. It also has the only flambeau ed homes of Albuquerque none are more
club west of Topeka, Kas. ; a gymnasium, hospitable than those of Hon. W. B.
a local military organization which con Chllders, Mr. S. M. F'olsom, president of
tributes to the sociability of the citizens. the Albuquerque National bank, and
s
and, as for the various secret societies, Hon. H. L. Warren. A cut of Mr.
residence appears elsewhere.
Masons, Odd t ellows, Knights of Pythias,
United Workingmen, etc., it has them
Mr. Louis Ilostetter is a young man
all. There are 130 members of the Odd who makes it a
point to talk Albuquerque
Fellows lodge and the K. of P. order has at all times and,
by his long residence
grown so large there that it lately became there and hislong acquaintance, he has acnecessary to establish a second lodge.
quired a fund of information relative to
Everybody is busy, but the really busi-- t almost any subject one may hit upon.
man in town is Geo. L. Brooks, the He is chief clerk for Lewiston & Lesser'
active secretary of half a dozen local in- retail dry goods merchants who also take
stitutions of momentous import iu the up a just pride in their city's growth.
building of a city.
Messrs. Sammis & Stamm, commission
Sneaking of new buildings, Albuquer merchants, are among the city's most
que's list of mercantile institutions shows solid firms and they are hustlers.
rt
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Residence of Mr. Louis Ilfeld, Albuquerque, N M.
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Fruit growing has also received much
attention. Many thousands of trees of
the most improved varieties of fruit have
been put out during the last few years
and the number is increasing every year.
Much new land is being put under cultivation for this purpose and the results
thus far have been eminently satisfactory.
The quality of fruit, where good varieties
are planted, is very superior. The almost
perpetual surshine of this climate causeB
trees of the same variety to yield fruits
much superior in flavor to these grown
anj where in the states.
Fruit farming is probably the most profitable in this country. A farmer near
Albuquerque who has one acre of apple
trees states that, tiis orchard produces
0
to 30,()U0 pounds of good saleable
apples a year w hich he sells at prices
varying from 2 cents to 7 cents per pound.
It is o poor year indeed that this orchard
does not pay him over $1,000 and often
pays $1,500 per year. The apples grown
heie are so far superior to any that can
be imported that native apples bring a

'
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SUNSHINE AND WATEH.

As compared with New Mexico the
average eastern farmer isn't in it when it
comes to the real pleasure and prolits of
Irrigated lauds in the Kio
farming.
Grande valley will yield, as a general rule,
two crops a.year, and both full crops'. Corn
and onions are exceptions to the rule, as
these articles require the ground during
the whole growing season though by
planting good varieties, a very fair crop
ol corn can be raised on the same land
that has yielded a crop of wheat. The
wheat is harvested in June, and any of
the short bphsoii varieties of corn will
have time, if put in as soon as the wheat
is off, to mature between that date and the
coming of frost, which is generally not
earlier than the middle of October. As a
fcruje, however, it is generally deemed
better to plant the large southern com,
and let it have the ground during the
whole season.
And the same is true of onions. The
variety generally raised is the one" commonly known as the Mexican onion,
which has been cultivated by the natives
of thecountry for centuries. It attains a
very large sine, is a good keeper, and of a
peculiarly mild flavor. Jt yields, with ordinary cultivation, about ten tons to the
acre, and sells to t he dealers, by the w agon
to thirty dollars
load, at from twenty-livton. It is raised from the seed, it is
in
the spring, but
usually planted early
will yield a heavier crop if put in (luring
the fall, early enough to get a good start
before winter.
Beets of the ordinary table varieties,
Will yield about the same as onions, and

f
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Santa Fe. lie is enjoying an excellent
patronage.
The New Mexican is indebted to the
proprietor of Cobb's photographic studio
for timely favors. His quarters, 115 Gold
avenue, have recently been enlarged and
refitted, and the class of work turned out
under the supervision of Mr. Cobb and
Miss Eddie Ross is simply perfect. He
makes a specialty of flash light photography.
The famous Zeiger's corner, under the
management of Messrs. Brady & Quick-el- l,
has lost none of its old time popularity. "We simply have to do business,"
said Major Brady, "for we pay $400 a
mouth rent for this corner."

since locating there.
His cash sales
make a showing that, could they be conwould
sistent given here,
surprise a great
many people.
Messrs. Houts & Guy, for eleven years
in business at Rtton and known to the
business men all over northeastern
have ec,'iblished a branch of
the Bank Exchange saloon in Albuquerque. It is very appropriately called "The
Branch" and a Covoto spring water lemonade there on an August afternoon is said
to be about as smooth an affair as the
goddess of pleasure ever quaffed.
There are 128 bicyclesin Albuquerque,
according to the assessor's rolls, and the

,

New Mexico has an excellent public
sctiool system that is in a prosperous
condition and growing daily in importance,
The total enrollment of pupils is upward
of 15,000, the average daily attendance
being 13,680. The value of school build'
ings, exclusive of other school property
is estimated to be a little less that $500,
000, while the private schools own pro
perty valued at $263,000, New Mexico
has at Santa Fe the finest capital building
ot any state or territory west of Kansas
and has now in process of construction a
state university at Albuquerque, an insane
asylum at Las Vegas, and a school of
mines at Socorro ; the agricultural college
at Las Cruces is in successiul operation ;
an orphan asylum and three government
Indian schools at Santa t e ; and numer
ous other costly public buildings, peniten
tiary, etc., in fact New Mexico has all the
public structures necessary to the welfare
and comfort of a progressive and enligh
tened people.
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It is not only necessary

this and simular other enter- PEPSON'LAND OTHERWISE
prises in southern New Mexico will arrive
here next week to inspect the details of Brier
Paragraph! Dealing; with Persons
the proposed system. They will spend
and Things in and About the
several days ai Albuquerque during fair
Bio Grande City,
wees.
Mr. Calvin Whiting, owner of the
It was only a few months ago that rico-lit- e Whiting, block pictured elsewhere in this
was brought to the notice of eastern iBsue, is at his old home, Saratoga, N.
capitalists as the finest ornamental stone Y., this week. He will distribute among
ever discovered, and now the ricolite his friends there many copies of this day's
quarries in Grant county are being operated issue of the New Mexican.
under a ninety-ninyear lease, and large
Geo. H. Moore, known all over
quantities of the stone have been shipped
is prospering at Albuquerque.
to Chicago, and other places, and used He ewns a great
deal of real estate and is
for building stone, where fine ornamental the proprietor of two
the Windsor
stone is required. The ricolite quarries and the Bio Grande. hotels,
are situated in the Gila river valley, and
many otner interesting deposits of more
or less value are found in this region.
The discovery of meerschaum, in addition to the materials already known to exist here, makes this the most wonderful
region in New Mexico. Meerschaum is
not known to exist in any other portion
of the United States, and for this reason
many were at hrst incredulous when they
were told that the specimens brought in
were genuine meerschaum and ef a good
quality, but upon examination the speci
mens were found to possess all the qualities of meerschaum, and the reports from
Berlin and Vienna were so positive as to
set at rest all doubts of the genuineness
ot tne material.

in

the capital, at Santa Fe, since

.1871 by

the

weather service and these observations
fully bear out the statements made above.
Dr, Tyndale, in his work on the treatment of consumption, says: "The degree
of moisture which we would like to have
as one of our factors is one just sufficient
to keep the land from becoming a desert;
or, in other words, no moisture brought
from large bodies of water, near and far,
and only limited rainfall throughout the

year."

The region of country between Albuquerque and Santa Fe, covering a distance
ot eighty miles, meets the above require
ments to perfection, and the elevation
varies from 5,000 to 7,000 feet. Of this
region Dr. W. T. Roberts, special com
missioner of the American Health Resort
association, says: "It is to be the sanitorium of the world."
The lowest death rate from diseases of
the respiratory system, as shown by the
medical statistics of the United States
army, is in New Mexico. Hammond's
Hygiene testifies to the fact that New
Mexico is by far the most favorable resi
dence in the United States for those pre
uisposiu to or anectpq wun pntuisis.
The Mew Mexican's Plant.
The Daily New Mexican, published at
Santa Fe, established in 1863, and there
fore the pioneer journal of the south
west, has, without exception the most
complete news, book and job printing
plant south of Denver, and it desires to
take advantage of this space to say to the
business men of Abuquerque In particular, and New Mexico in general, that
i osks ana aemanas a lair share of their
business. To be plain, there is neither
justice nor good business policy in sending your money out of New Mexico for
work that can be done quite as neatly
anu as uneapiy nere, practically at nome.
The New Mexican has the best of facili
ties for doing all classes of commercial
jot) work; it manufactures blank books,
ruling the pages to order on its own ma
chines, for banking and mercantile in
stitutions ; and its blank forms for the
use of county governments, coal, lumber
and mining companies, are of the most
approved and convenient styles. All
classes of book binding is done on short
notice, and a specialty is made of rebindma magazines and other rjerindicnla
The bankers, wholesale and retail mer
chants and people of the "Duke City"
generally, will find it to their advantage
to confer with the New Mexican on all
matters of this sort.
The Press.
Albuquerque supports, and supports
handsomely, two daily newspapers, the
Albuquerque Morning Democrat, J. G.
Albright, proprietor, and the Daily Citizen, an afternoon paper owned by Hon.
Thomas Hughes. There are also published here several weekly papers, including the spicy and evidently profitable
(if it is young) Adobeland, an illustrated
weekly that has just ordered its own
illustrating outfit. It fills a happy niche,
and its
proprietors, Messrs.
Stivers & Butler have the
Dro- clivitities necessary to success in Albuquerque.
wide-awak- e

eet-the-

N. M.

The cut of the map showing Albuquerque's surroundings failed to arrive from
Chicago in tine for appearance in this
issue. The New Mexican sent several
telegrams urging Rand, McNally & Co. to
hurry it forward without fail, but all to no
purpose. Chicago will have to wake up
if it wants to uo business with New Mexico these modern days.
Hon. E. W. Spencer, one of Albuquerque's pioneer druggists and first lieutenant and adjutant of the 1st New Mexico
regiment of infantry, has just issued a
stirring appeal to the militiamen of New
Mexico, calling upon them not to permit
the Arizona visitors to carry off the
choicest prizes at the forthcoming encampment.
A flourishing Turn Yerein is among
Albuquerque's Bocial institutions, Mr. E.
Kriglesteiner being its secretary.
Judge W. II. Burke's rendezvous adjoining the Armljo House is in every sense a
gentleman's resort where courteous attention is served along with all sorts of
trimmings in the line of liquid refreshments. Judge Burke is a man who takes
special interest in having a good county
government and is an advocate of all sorts
of educational institutions.
A Famous Hostelrle.
The San Felipe hotel, an imposing three
story edifice with a tower, was erected in
1884, at a cost, inclusive of furniture, of
$90,000. It is famous the southwest over
as a model hostelrie. A marked feature
of the house is the absence of any bar(
and the use of the hotel offices, billiard
and reading rooms as freely by the lady
guests as by those of the other sex. Probably no hotel in the west is in as good a
position to meet every demand of its
guests as is the San Felipe. Hon. G. W.
Meylert, its proprietor and manager, is a
man of superior business tact, at whose
hands the traveling puolic have never
fared other than first class. He is a power in all local enterprises ; a man of brain
and brawn, and has held with ability and
conducted with courage many offices of
hctior and trust in thn city and county.
There are few more useful men iu Albuquerque than Hon. G. W. Meylert.
DOING GOOD WORK.

Press Comments on the Latest Pamphlet
by the liureau of Immigration.
The Bureau of Immigration has just issued a neat little folder, of convenient
size to go in a No. 6 envelope, and entitled a "Budget of Information concerning the Natural Resources and advantages of New Mexico" which is, as it
claims to be, "A concise statement carefully prepared for the delectation of the
home seeker showing that here is an
inviting field for capita, and the coming
It is a neat
country of the southwest."
and convenient document, brim full of
boiled down facts, and should be in the
hands of every citizen of the territory, so
that whenever he writes a letter, of
friendship or business, to anybody in the
"states," he can inclose one of these
little "immigration agents" for New Mexico.

Mosard's Boiler Proccess
an increase of twenty-nin- e
new store
rooms for the year 1891. That is, this
number of new store rooms is now "in
sight" and countable.
A cycle improvement company, a window lock company and a beet sugar factory are among the manufacturing institutions lately organized at Albuquerque.
Seventy members of the Albuquerque
commercial club put up $500 each to start
the erection of the club's beautiful new
home, and $30,000 in bonds were issued
by the club for the purpose of completing
the structure. These have just been sold
at par in Chicago. The officers and members of the organization are a unit on any
thing that affects Albuquerque's interests.
Hon. W. B. Childers is president; Mr. W.
S. Burke, secretary, and Mr. R. M. Barbour,
corresponding secretary. All inquiries
for information respecting Albuquerque
will receive prompt and complete respon
ses if sent to the secretary of the club.
The New Mexican representative is
specially indebted to Mr. Chas. F. Hunt,
clerk of the distrtct court ; Mr. E. W.
Dobson, city attorney; Dr. Winslow,
Prof. Hodgin, Mr. Calvin Whiting, Mr.
Solon E. Rose, Mr. Wm. McClellan, Mr.
Summers Burkbart, Mr. Geo. Helmer,
Mr. A. W. Kimball and Mr. Thos. Fair
for courtesies during his recent three
day's visit to Albuquerque.
Geo. W. Hickox is nicely located at Al
buquerque and has done an astonishing
amount of business in the jewelry line'

J

Mills, Albuquerque, fi, M.
Those desiring copies of this issue of
the New Mexican will find the same on
sale at the news and confectionary establishment of E. S. Hawley, No. 116 Second street. Purchase a copy and send it
to your inquiridg friends at the far east.
The wholesale dry goods establishmeat
of Messrs. GrunBfeld & Co. is among the
largest in the country and they never
lose an opportunity to push Albuqueroue's
importance as a joDDing point. The firm
also has a separate retail establishment
where all the appointments are
first-clas-

The pioneer dry goods house of Ilfeld
Bros., who, perhaps have a larger acquaintance with tho masses than any
other southwestern firm, is located in the
Grant block, and it would do credit to
any far more pretentious city than Albuquerque.
jovial Hugh Sullivan seems
to have a very quiet yet prosperous time
of it around under that fine shade tree of
his, below the Windsor hotel. Albuquerque has need cf such rustlers as Senor
Sullivan.
Mr. O. S. Pillsbury how's that for the
name of a druggist? tells the scribe that
fertunes await the men who engage in the
poultry and dairy business near Albuquerque and who will undertake to supply
the local demand for fruits, especially
strawberries, raspberries, etc.
Few men take life easier than Abell,
the popular tobacco dealer, formerly of

The present board of immigration is
using the meagre appropriation at its
disposal for all it is worth, and is doing
more good in the way of advertising our
resources and advantages abroad than
nas ever done by all of its predecessors
together, and as the bureau, so far as its
working parts are concerned, consists entirely of the secretary, too much credit
can not be given to Col. Max. Frost, for
his energy and industry in keeping the
advantages of New Mexico so constantly
and conspiciously before the public. A
few years ago it was the rule for the
bureau to use the greater part of its appropriation in paying the salary of its secretary, and tliat official was not expected
to do anything more than to keep up the
"dignity" of the institution ; but the present board turned over a new leaf, and
concluded that whatever money it had
at its disposal should be used for the purpose of printing and distributine facta
about New Mexico, and not in
paying
salaries ; consequently, instead of receive-ing
$600 or $1,000 a year, as the most of
his predecessors had received, the present secretary is obliged to content himself with the munificent sum of $100 per
annum, and is expected to "hump himself" besides another illustration of the
old saying, that the more hard work a
man does the less he gets for it.
The operations of the bureau, as now
constituted, are showing the people how
much good can be done for the territory
by that institution, and the probabilities
are that the next legislature will make
more liberal provisions for its support.
Albuquerque Citizen.
The Silver City Enterprise says : Col.
Max. Frost, secretary of the New Mexico
bureau of Immigration, has issued a
twenty page pamphlet of the resources of
the territory. Its contents cover the interests of every county in a concise, compact form, and contains much valuable
information. Ten thousand copies have
been issued for the information of homo
seekers and investors.
Patronize the New Mexican fer all
sorts of fine and cheap job printing ; largest and best printing and book binding
establishment in the territory.
Quit claim and warranty deeds for sal
at tne New Mexican printing office.
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mcnt ns long as two centuries ago, and is per entertainment of delegates who visit
surely destined to become the principal those institutions.
The committees will meet on Saturday,
source of supnlv for Santa Fe and the
ns
well September twelfth and perfect final arrange'
central
Mexico
New
nortli
as for Aulonito, Alamosa, and even ments.
Denver to.the north, because the spring sea
CITY AND COUNTY.
son in the valley of the Rio Grande below
Embudo is a full month earlier than at any
other part of the Denver it Rio Grande rail Something; of the Men Who Control Affairs and the Financial Status
way system.
of Iiocal Government.
a
near
Rio
Grande by bridge
Crossing the
La Joya, the railway, following the route
Hon. Joseph E. Saint, and a board of
above sketched, would reach Santa Fe aldermen
composed of Chas. F. Hunt,
through a rich and fertile country already Thomas R. Gable, Lorion Miller, Dr. J.
well settled, hut which has ample facilities
P. Raster, Win. Farr, Perfecto Armijo,
forsupporting more than treble its present
population, and this by a route from twelve
to fifteen miles shorter than the present line
through Espanola. Add to this the business
coming to the new line by tapping Santa Fe
and the rich fruit growing and farming region adjacent to the city, and some idea may
be had of the agriculture and mercantile re-

CITY.

Continued from First Vigo.

aud specefications are being drawn.
Among these may be ncted : The N. T.
Armijo business block, three stores,
covering a ground space 100x142 feet,
fronting on Railroad avenue, to cost
Williamson's business block,
Arizona red sand stone, $25,000; J. F.
Luthy block, $30,000, four public school
buildini-s- . $50,000 : also large mercantile
establishments by Mandell Bros. & Co.
Lowenthal & Myers, Ferguson & Auder-Boto cost not less than $25,000 each,
and a number of new residences,
among them one for lion. M. S. Otero
to cost about $12,000; in all requiring an
expenditure of at least $300,000. These
are conservative figures gathered after a
careful canvass of the field. There are
some fifteen or twenty contractors and
builders doing business in Albuquerque and
not one of them but who has from $25,000
to $50,000 worth of work in hand at the sources of the
projected road so far as conpresent tune, inaeeu caning me kduvb cerns its northern half.
amount
the
to
them
figures and adding
thus far and yet to be expended this year
MINKltAL AND COAL TRAFFIC.
in municipal improvements, notea more
As to the trallic assured to such aline runfully elsewhere, and it requires no mathe- ning between Santa Fe and Albuquerque
matical genius to figure out the amount
and San l'edro the coal and miner
that the live city of Albuquerque will exal fields of south Santa Fe and northern Berpend in new buildings and other imnalillo county would constitute the chief
provements during the year 1891.
It amounts to a cool million dollars!
supply. Here abound the quartz and placer
ALBUQUERQUE'S

RAILWAYS.

Present and Prospective Knlerprlses-Assureof the D. & K. O. Extension Other Enterprise!.

d

Besides being located directly on the Hue
of the Atchison, Topcka & Santa Fe Railroad,'
Albuquerque is the eastern terminus of the
Atlantic & Pacific Railroad, which, with its
connections, reaches all the principal points
on the Pacific coast. There is also every indication that this will become, at no very
distant day, a great railroad as well as commercial center, being assured that it will be
reached in time by several lines that will tap
the richest sections of this growing portion
of the west; the roads contemplated are, the
St. Louis & San Franeisco Railway; Albu
querque & Durango, the Pecos Valley road
and the southern extension of the Denver
&.Rio Grande system. Resides these, work
is now in progress on several enterprises of
this character which will practically concen
trate at Albuquerque 80 per cent, of all new
business originating therefrom. Take, for
example, the Zuni Mountain Circle Railroad,
which Michigan capitalists are surveying at
present under the management of the veteran A., T. & 8. F. engineer, Capt. S. M. Howe.
The new line leaves the A. it I 130 miles
west of Albuquerque, and the great lumber
region it is designed to open up is directly
tributary to the Duke city. A similar state
of affairs exists also with regard to the Mineral Relt spur, building south from Flagstaff,
and the proposed northern San Juan road
out of Gallup, a town that depends chiefly
upon Albuquerque for all its supplies. The
construotion of these several branch lines all
tend to increase Albuquerque's importance
as a commercial, industrial and railway center.
Tim Denver & Rio Grande,
however, is undoubtedly to be the next road
built directly into Albuquerque. Active steps
toward the construction of this lino are to
betaken within a few weeks. It can be set
down as a settled fact that this line will
reach Albuquerque within a year, and when
it does it is going to stimulate every local
enterprise to a remarkable degree.
The business of the times demand this
road; it has become a necessity; the press and
people of Colorado and northern and central
New Mexico have foreseen this and it is a
subject that is now attracting morcattention
than any other similar enterprise in the
west. To such an extent lias this subject
impressed itself upon the minds of the people that, in response to the suggestions of
the press of Denver, Pueblo and Santa Fe,
Club lias
the Albuquerque Commercial
called a convention of representative men to
take action in the premises and consider
definite propositions that have been made
This conby the D. & R. O. management.
vention will meet at Albuqueruue on September 18, during fair week, and delegates
will be present as follows:
Denver
Pueblo
Santa e

gold, silver, copper, lead, iron, zinc, fireclay
and coal the latter underlying, an area of
thousands of acres and of both the bituminous anil anthracite varieties, fn the transportation of this anthracite coal both to
Colorado and New Mexico points and the
opening of the vast fields of lead carbonate
and iron ores, required by smelters for llux
ing purposes, such a road would be assured
of a most important and prolitable traffic
from the very start, to say nothing of the
demands which the commercial and other
o
industrial interests of Cerrillos and San
would make upon the new line. In that
region at the present time are six plants for
treatment of ores in operation and three
more building. From Cerrillos to San Pedro and thence to Albuquerque, a distance
of about 50 miles, is one vast store house of
natural treasure, now in course of development, while the freight and passenger trallic
originating at Albuquerque is in itself and
right now a sufficient guarantee, were there
no other resources along every mile of the

probate judge, J. Armijo y Jaramillo;
superintendent of schools, M. C. de Baca;
assessor, Perfecto Armijo; coroner, J.
Romero; while the responsible office of
sheriff and county collector is ably held
down by the indefatigable J. L. Perea, a
young man of splendid abilities aud justly proud of his native county and its
people.
The county's increase in taxable values
this year amounts to $'1,500,000 and the
total taxable property of the county is
d
$6,300,000, which, following out the
rule for assessment, shows the actual value of property in the county to be
$18,900,000. The total debt of the cotm- one-thir-

upon a safe and
realty prices are
substantial business footing, gradually
going up, up, up, keeping pace, aud no
more, with the advance the city is making
all along those lines which contribute to
the building up of a live, young western
metropolis.
The writer was careful to make close
inquiry into the real estate market for the
reason that nothiug more than this tends
to convey a correct idea of the growth of
a city. The market was found to be in a
very healthy condition, transfers of more
or less moment occurring daily, as is
shown by the county records. In some
cases inside property has made an extraordinary advance; indeed the records
note one instance where property assessed
atf 125 a front foot lastyear has been sold
for $000 per front foot this spring. This
is of course an exceptional case; but it is
also true that, iu some localities, lots suitable for business houses have doubled in
value during the past seven months.
Probably the increase on inside property
for the year will reach 25 per cent, and
the most conservative figures possible
show the increase value of all city reality
to be, since this date one year ago, not less
than 15 per cent. The business man will
comprehend fully the meaning of these
figures.
y
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Ran Felipe Hotel,
G. C. Bowman and A.
head of Albuquerque's

There have been some sixty odd additions to the city thus far laid out, extending in all directions, and where property
is in good demand at reasonable prices.
Many of these are beyond the city limits,
but this fact serves as no barrier to their
Albuquerque, N. M.
growth and improvement, as work is already in progress on a first class system
ty is about $ 180,000 or about
of one per cent, of the county's wealth.
of electric street railway lines which will
bring the residents of the outlying disWATER AND REALTY.
tricts within a few minutes' ride of the
business center. As to the growth of the
Steady Advance of the tat'er-A- n
city, it does not as yet seem to be heading
Abut dnnt Supply cf the former
for any particulardirection, just simply
A Combination of Wealth.
swelling on all sides, but unquestionably
Albuquerque is extremely fortunate in the future residence locality is toward
the possession of an abundance of water, the east and north. This is evident from
and since it is a fact that water is practi- - the rapidity which now characterizes the

J. Maloy are at the

city government,
aud a more thoroughly
set of men would be
difficult to pick out In the west. They
are now and have been for months literthroughally turning things topsy-turvout the city and to their progressive spirit
is due no small share of the credit for the
march of progress that Albuquerque is
making
y
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Calvin Whiting Block, Albuquerque, N.
In the line of internal public improve
route, amply sufficient to compensate for
cally the basis of land values in the sc- Albuquerque
Socorro
is
arid country, where irrigation is a
the
called
ments
the
outlay.
city
making great headway.
San Marcial
Las Cruces
to perfect production of the
A sewerage system costing nearly
OF DELEGATES.
ENTERTAINMENT
requisite
White Oaks
has just been completed for the city soil's fruits, it Is not inappropriate to deal
El Paso
The greatest popular interest is felt in this
Bernalillo
convention as witness the fact that lists of by the well known firm of S. E. Rose & with these subjects under one heading.
Los Lunas
delegates have already been received from Bro; some $10,000 will be expended in Albuquerque draws its water supply from
123
Total
is out, four different sources from the Rio
It is known that at its re cent meeting the Pueblo, Santa Fe, Socorro, Los Lunas and grading Btreets before the year
from official work on several thoroughfares being now Grande by means of irrigation ditches for
D. & R. G. directors decided upon widening San Pedro, and assurances
Ce. in
progress, and under the operation of farming purposes, or by pumping from
the Espanola branch this winter, and the sources have been secured from Denver,
rilloss and White Oaks, that full delegations late city ordinances the present year will shallow wells operated
by windmills,
building of several extentions and it comos will be in attendance from those
places. The see about six miles of new sidewalks add- while the domestic
from pretty good authority that this Albu
supply comes from
of
have
eighty-nincredentials
delegates
ed to Albuquerque's already large supply the city water works, which has a comquerque line is one of them, but in order been received
and filed, and it is now rea- of such walks.
Over two miles of plete system, huge pumps operating to
that there shall be no uncertainty about the
will
matter this convention will likely organize sonably certain that the attendance
these walks are to be laid, in fact, are now hoist the never failing supply from the
not be less than 125. Albuquerqneans are
a new and independent company
laid daily, within the limits of the big wells into reservoirs whence it is diswelcome being
a
&
D.
R.
G.
The management prepariagto give the visitors royal
with the
center of the town. These tributed throughout the city in some nine
business
at a meeting of citizens the following
of this corporation has proposed to supply and
of concrete made from import- miles of water mains. This system is the
committees were designated to look walks are
named
all the necessary material for the construcvarious matters connected with the ed Portland cement; they are twelve feet property of A. A. Grant, one'.f the fore
after
the
tion of the new road and will operate the
in width, laid to correspond with the offi most capitalists of the southwest, and is
visit of the delegates:
same provided the citizens mostly interested
cial street grade and cost the property under the management of the shrewd
Messrs.
Maloy,
Rose,
Fergusson,
Brooks,
in its completion at an early day will take
cents per square Ben Davis.
owners twenty-thre- e
enon
and
and
aeception
hold and raise the funds for simply footing Hughes
Albright,
foot two cents cheaper than at WashingA second city water supply company,
the expense of securing right of way and tertainment.
ton city or about $18,000 per mile.
known as the Tijeras Water company has
secure
to
a
Messrs.
Lee
council
last
and
The
Hunt,
baint,
granted
spring
all
cities
the
and
city
That
the
grade.
preparing
towns along the route, both in Colorado and carriages for delegates, to arrange for their charter to the Albuquerque Electric Kail- - recently been formed and J. T. Torlina is
the head and moving spirit in the enterNew Mexico, will subscribe liberally to the
stock of such an undertaking thero can
prise. This company has now in course
of construction a water plant at the mouth
be no doubt, and the prime movers in
the affair feel very sanguine over the outof Tijeras canon, some twelve miles
look, since it is a fact that the reaction in
northeast of the city, and is designed
the eastern financial situation lias now set
chiefly to supply water for domestic purin and they will be able to make such a busposes and for the irrigation of lands in
iness showing of the resources, developed
the mesa region overlooking Albuquerand undeveloped along the route as will
The necessary funds for completque.
readily commend the project to eastern ining the enterprise are in the treasury;
vest ors.
the water pipes ordered, and in less than
"
RESOURCES
ALONG THE ROUTE.
six months it will be finished, supplying
The idea is to commence near the mouth
some 4,000 acres of suburban lands with
of Comanche Canon, on the D. & R. G. line,
fir
"S52TS52S
water and rendering them worth four
and build this road through the rich and
times their present price.
fertile valleys of the Rio Pojoaque and Rio
Anywhere in the broad valley about
Tesuque to Santa Fe; thence southward
through the mining and coal districts of
Albuquergue water is obtained in wells
Cerrillos and San Pedro and through Tijeras
at from four to ten feet in depth and
canon to Albuquerque. Eventually the
there is scarcely a suburban gardner or
line is proposed to run still further southfarmer hut has, by the erection .of wind.fr
ward through Abo pass to White Oaks and
mills, provided himself an Independent
thence to El Paso.
of hydraulics, many of them Insystem
Lying in almost a straight line between
arrangements serving the congenious
the Comanche canon and Santa Fe there is
venience of domestic purposes and sup.
a continual series of settlements in the midst
plying garden, lawn and live stock with
of flourishing orchards and well cultivated
l'hotographio Art arlors of Mrs J, G. Albright, Albuquerque, N,
an abundance of the
ftuidat all
fields; namely, La Joya, La Villita, Los visit to the fair grounds and other points of
Chiway company, composed of Denver,
times.
Luceros, Plaza Alcalde, San Juan, Los Ran- - interest.
cago and local capitalists, who on the 27th
There are also the best of indications
chitos, Santa Cruz, Pojoaque, Cuyamungue
Messrs. Burke, Rose, Meylert, on statistics ult. purchased the Albuquerque horse
for believing that artesian water can be
and Tesuquo.
The population of these and correspondence with power to act.
car line for $20,000 which is to be con found hero and a
towns and villages numbers between seven
number of citizens have
Messrs. Saint, Childers, Brooks, Rose,
and eight thousand inhabitants, without Miller, Fergusson and Maloy on ways and verted into an electric road with exten- just organized with a view to making an
of
sions covering the ptinclpal streets
the exhaustive test of several localities in and
counting the adjoining villages of Quema-dos- , means.
Las Truchas, Chiniayo, Nambc and othabout the city.
Messrs. Meylert, Kolsom, Mandell, Bow- city.
A WELL MANAGED COUNTY.
ers, which lie but a short distance from the man and Otero on finance.
ALBUQUERQUE REAL ESTATE
of
Bernalillo
tax
The
county
payers
line indicated.
Messrs. Albright, Hughes and Burke on
have special reason to be proud of their has shown a steady, marked advance from
Most of this country is susceptible of irripress.
officers. The board of county the very founding of the town, eleven
gation from the Rio Grande or streams flowMessrs. Mandell, Kaster, aud Armijo to present
ing into that river. It is the oldest farming arrange witli the authorities of the Indian commissioners consists of J. R. Rivera, years ago, to the present time. There
country in New Mexico, chosen for settle-- school, and the manufacturers, for the pro: chairman, J. M. Sandoval andR. P. Hall; having been no boom to Inflate prices,

Cerrillos
San Pedro

Erected by Albuquerque Commercial Club, 1801.
man. The pupils are taught farming, of laboring men, sons of toil, will find
stock raising, shoe making, harness mak- New Mexico an inviting field. Her vast
A City Where These
blacksinithing, carpenter work and but undeveloped agricultural, mineral,
Important Intuitu, ing,
kindred occupations, and the readiness grazing and timber resources prepent optlons are Fostered aud Encourwith
which the little reds take to their portunities to the man of limited means,
aged The Public Schools.
tasks is really remarkable. In the work but of strong will and vigorous muscle, such
The citizens of Albuquerque have al- of this training school it may be clearly as cannot bo found in the states. Even
seen that the government has made nj the day laborer, if industrious and frugal,
ways maintained excellent schools both long stride toward
pend-- : solier in habits and willing to work, can
solving the long
. .
:
i.i
tt
public and private in their midst, but uig iiiumu
vi,iiuj lay by in store and soon become an emprouiem. upwaruoi
only a few weeks ago they began to feel is now being expended in enlarging the ployer instead of an employe. Such are
the different classes of men whom New
the necessity of going as far as the law buildings at this institution.
THE CHI KCUES OF ALm.(il'Iimil'K.
Mexico invites aud to whom she will give
allows them in the establishment of pub
Some eastern people imagine (hat if a hearty welcome.
lic schools and as a result bonds have
THE COST OF LIVING
should come as far west as New
been voted for the erection of a $10,000 they
Mexico they would get entirely beyond is cheaper at Albuquerque than at
public school building iu each of the city's the
of the towns in the southwest, and
pale of civilization and Christianity.
four wards. With tbeee and the other
It will probably be a surprise to such per- the prico of commodities compares favorpublic and private educational institutions sons to learn
that in the city of Albuquer- ably with ihose prevailing at Denver,
Albuquerque will be able to boast that the que, only a little over ten years old, there Pueblo, Topeka, Fort Worth and cities of
city bas "a school house for every fifty are already eleven churches, viz: Congre- that class. All meats are cheap, beef
children in town." Indeed this is already gational, Presbyterian, Episcopal, Bap- steaks selling at 12 cents per pound, and
tist, German Lutheran, two Catholic ordinary cuts ut 10 cents per pound.
proclaimed as the truth and the people of and
four Methodist churches, and all
Vegetables are dearer, as are all the prothe city are very proud of it.
of these societies, except the Baptists ducts of the
hence the reason for
The city schools are under the charge and Lutherans have good houses of wor- the fortunes farm,
made by those who have
of Prof. Chas. E. Hodgin, a man of grand ship, many of whicli are commodious gone into farming near Albubuerque.
and elegant.
The Congregatior.alists, The cost of furniture is more here than in
worth, thoroughly in love with his pro- Methodists
and Catholics all maintain the east, as is also the cost of building
fession and who, perhaps, has done as excellent
schools, whose curriculums in- frame bouses ; a first class frame house of,
much as any other one individual to clude not only everything taught in the
say, five rooms, Pin be built for $1,000 to
stimulate and shape the educational pol- common schools, but many of the higher $1,200, w hile adobe houses, such as are
branches.
generally in use on farms can be built for
icy of this city and county. Prof. Hodgin
half that sum and are exceedingly combad just opened the city public schools
fortable.
TEE SORT OF PEOPLE WANTED.
with the following list of teachers :
Day board can be had in Albuquerque
High School Miss Mattie M. Winslow,
Cost ot Urine at Albuiiuerqno ome-thing at irom $5 to $7 per week, and board and
principal ; assistant, Miss Fitch.
lodging from $7 to $25. Agoodmeal,
Grammar Grades Misses Benbow and
as to Salaries anil other
with ail the trimmings thrown in, costs
Matters of Note to the
Cooper.
25 cents. Furnished rooms command
Intermediate Grades Mr. Ludlum and
Arerage Inquirer.
from .id to $15 per month, while unfuri.
Miss Baird.
nished houses of from three to eight
Second Primary Misses Sloan and
Socially Albuquerque is democratic to a rooms cost from $!o to $30. The
price of
Calldwalader.
and to this homogen-iousnes- s provision is about as follows :
Primary Misses Douglass, Van Slyck, generous degree,
is largely attributable the
$2.70 to $5.00
flour, per ICO p' nuils
Hatch and Case.
to ro 40
Dliee, TI.T poiUHl
The salaries paid are, to the superincharacter of the people. An inci- Sueur,
8 to 10
piT p mind
) to 1.00
to
teachthe
leu, per pound
tendent, $1,800 per annum;
dent indicative of the spirit of the city's Huron,
10 to
15
per
pounil
month.
$75
ers,
per
1 f0 to 1 SO
residents occurred the other day when it i'omtoes, pur liw pounds
THE ALBUQUERUUE ACADEMY,
05
per pound
Cahliii.',
l'ito
was resolved to tender Mr. D. B. Robin- Onions, pur puund
)i to 05
whose handsome building is elsewhere
late general manager of the Atlantic
Other vegetables at proportionate rates.
son,
in
these
pictured
columns, has proven a & Pacific
10
ouiirt
railroad, a farewell banquet. Milk,
He
10 to
!0
phenomenal success and worked wonders
pound
The usual committees were named and in M uttonperper
6
to
pound.
toward raising the standard of education
in New Mexico. It is under the control
of the New West Educational commission
and the moving spirit in its success is
Dr. C. E. Winslow, president of the local
board. The instructors are ten in number at the head of which stands Prof.
G. Byron lmith, late of Princeton,
III.
The enrollment of scholars last
term was 47.i. Two of the faculty devote
tbeir time to teaching Mexican children,
and a branch school in the southern part
of the city is now being built for the
special use of these children.
1 he
academy budding is an ornament
to the architectural beauty of Albuquer
que.
1 no
high basement walls, with windows
entirely out of ground, are made of a light
colored sandstone, and enclose two large
school rooms, furnace, and room for gymnasium. The rest of the structure is of
brick.
Besldence of JVIr. Lulus Hostettor, Albuquerque, N. M.
The second floor has four good school
rooms with cloak rooms and hall. The
?0 to 80
third story has an auditorium 40x50 feet, three days time the arrangements were Fu.rs. perpurdozen
'W
iuuh'i,
pound.
to 40
into winch can be opened by venitian perfected, the committee on finance hav-- !
from
Coal
to
$0.50
$7
Woo'd is
ton.
per
class-roooffice
a
25x41
an
;
to
blinds,
ing raised $1,400 among the citizens
useu
nut
lor
scarcely
kindling.
11x14, a room for library 20x26. a ward foot the bills. The
Good work horses aro worth from $150
reception proved the
robe, and a hallwav. The finishing is
to $200 a span ; a yoke of oxea can be had
in
of
sort
affair
ever
the
the
held
California red wood. The building is well grandest
for $10, and milk cows
from $40 to
lighted aud ventilated, is heated by steam southwest. Over 1,000 guests sat at the $75 each, l'arm wagonsrange
are worth from
and lighted by electricity. The building banquet table and these represented all $75 to
$125, and agricultural implements
occupies a beautiful site, which commands classes of respectable society, the self-- ; arc somewhat, but
not irrsatlv. riioW
a view of the valley for fifteen miles
in
t'1" stutes, owing to the increased
t,ian
around. It is located upon lots which styled aristocrat and the laboring man cos
f transiwrlation.
were donated by cilizens of Albuquerque mingling harmoniously, gathered together
Although ad classes of median cs are in
and its cost was $25,000.
to pay tribute to a man whom all Albu- - demand, wages are not
excessively high
There are also in successful operation
loves. After the entertainment it carpenters commanding from $2.50 to $4
in the city a number of other important querque
brick
and
stone
masons $2. 50 to
was found that the finance committee Pwhiy.
private schools and colleges, among them
the Methodist college, the Loretto acad. had collected nearly $500 more than was
SCHOOLS AND CHURCHES.

fi

5
10
b
6
6
6
10
6
6

'

$00,-00-

0

e

building up of the "highlands," and the
demand for property Bkirting the foothills thence northward. In a short drive
through this region the writer counted
residences in course of contwenty-twstruction or but just finished, and as for
the mesa region, all the government lands
lying as far out as eight miles from the
heart of the city have been entered upon
within the past two years, and those nearest the bluffs where the New Mexico
state university is in course of construc- o
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University, Albuquerque, If Mi
Brothers' college, necessary to foot the expense of the affai
and
the
Christian
emy
both stately structures; and the estab- and this was turned over to the Lad.es
lishment at jUbuquerque of the New Mex- Public Library association.
ico state university, now about ready for
Albuquerque ever extends a welcome to
occupancy, bas served to give the city a sturdy men of means and muscle.
prestige in educational affairs which the
workers are wanted
of
people are not slow to take advantage
and foster by every means possible. An who will join in developing those varied
illustration of the university building ap- resources so abundant here for the
pears in this issue.
building up of a beautiful and pros
A MODEL INDIAN SCHOOL.
ut course
perous commonwealth.
Two Indian training schools aro locat- the man of means can do well, for
ed at Albuquerque. One of them is un- money succeeds everywhere; but New
der the management of Prof. Coltman Mexico presents unusual opportunities for
and is fostered by the Presbyterian board the investment of capital. The building
The other is the U. S. of roads, the opening up of irrigating
of missions.
government school, over which Prof. W. canals, the erection of residences, the
This is a model founding of factories, the development of
B. Creiger presides.
institution where over 200 Indian chil- mines all these and many other lines of
dren are in training.
activity open up avenues for thecspitalist
The discipline is perfect, and a visit to where he can either invest his money or
the scheol is well worth the time of any lend it to those who will. The great class

New Mexioj Stat

tion, have been platted Into inviting city
lots.

The records In the assessor's office show
the assessed value of Albuquerqne city
property to be:
For the year 1890
$2,400,000
For the year 1891
8,000,000
These are official figures and show assessable values to have increased $000,-00This is not, however, to be construed as the increase for one year, for
while there has been a gradual rise in
values for the past four years at the same
time the authorities have not until now
deemed it advisable to materially raise
the assessment figures. As It is the cusd
tom to assess the property here at
its actual value, it maybe seen that,
according to the official records, Albuworth not less
querque property is
than $9,000,000.
one-thir-

y

CITIZEN.

the J)uke Cltj'g Prosperity
Live Newspaper and
Its Slukers.

The Albuquerque Daily Citizen is not
only a credit to New Mexico journalism,
but is a powerful factor in Albuquerque's
growth and prosperity.
The editor and
proprietor, Hon. Thos. Hughes, is a
thorough newspaper man whose long
head has ever lent its energies to
every
enterprise of local moment without stint,
considering only the good of the coramu- nity. The associate editor, Mr. W. 8.
Burke, is'one of the pioneer journalists of
the southwest, a ready writer and a man
who has made a study of the
practical
side of life in this valley until he is rec
as
a walking encyclopedia and
ognized
an authority on all matters pertaining to
New Mexico, past, present and future.
Mr. Burke is also secretary of the Albuquerque Commercial club, and no man
does more than he to impress upon the
visitor there the beauties and advantages
of the city.
Of W. T. McCreicht. the
popular and energetic news editor of the
i
Citizen , well. Mnplr , aaaa.i.njH MIU
W H
w,g,Di,uuuv
precjsely fln the bm ftg oQe q
besjt all around De
mm fa
:

.

we8t' AUer 8 throuSn training in the
newspaper establishments
at various
PointB in nis
state, Kentucky,
Mr McCreiglit located at
Albuquerque in
1S30 anJ 1)8
since been continuously
identified with every movement calculated to build up the best interests of Albu- and the entire Rio Grande re
gion. l',ver on the alert, active, popular
with all classes, Mr. McCreight possesses
qualities which combine to make him a
typical western journalist.
He is the
oldest active printer in the territory and
organized Albuquerque's first typographical union. It is evident that the citizens heartily appreciate the Daiiy CItieu
'
' r
v ,..
and its makers.
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an area of 2,043,942 acres and a population
the company the grant sections the buyer
n ss as unusua of the people. Six mule teams and ox the two great southern overland railways,
ting has a rare pictures
FACTS AND FIGURES,
MANY BROAD ACRES.
and individual us that associated with the teams from camps and ranches, carriages, Albuquerque possesses a commercial poof of 2,132, is principally a mining county,
practically gains control and lias the use
of the government's alternating sections,
scenery cf the Nile valley. Along its sulky and tandem rigs, cowboys and sition of great advantage. From it the
stock raising and some agriculture
although
waters, deriving their sustenance from vaqueros on horseback, Mexicans riding Atlantic and Pacific Railway runs westopen to entry now, but which are not
are followed. The rich mines of the noted
fields enriched by its overflow, are
The A. & P. Bailroad Company's Mag" more valuable than the grant lands which
upon burros, Pueblo Indians driving ward into California through a country An Empire With Resources Enough to Black
An Outsider's Opinion of the Ancient
are
the
situated
Range
there,
princi
the company offers the settler on better
and Indian villages of low donkeys laden with fruit or pottery, and which from the Rio Grande to the Colonificent Area of Grazing, TimPay Off the Nations Debt New
pal products being
terms than Uncle Sam can make.
copper, silrectangular adobe houses about the quaint groups of wild looking Navajos, who rado river is a fine grazing, mining and
Village of the Eio Grande and
erNew
timber
Mexico
ver and lead ores.
massive church standing against a back- have come from their reservation on
region. Crossing
Mexico by Counties.
ber and Coal Lands,
SITEKIOR COAL FIELDS.
the Present Modern
to
from
north
common
south, the Atchison, Topeka
ground of mesas, mountains and sand- rands of barter or curiosity, are
Grant county, Silver City, county seat,
The A. & P. company owns within this
hills. The stretch of thick muddy water, features of the scene. Mingled with these & Santa Fe Railway makes a junction
Metropolis.
with an area of 5,736,020 acres and a popula Cheaper than I tide Ham s -- Where Health
with its distant sheens of blue and silver, are miners, Chinamen,
tourists, and with the Atlantic and Pacific road at Al- Condensed Statements Respecting the
grant the only coal field that is known to
tion of 10,959, is also in most of its parts a
winds its long way and amid prevailing sometimes strange visitors from the Orient buquerque, and continuing southward,
and Their
and Wealth Awaits the Settlor
County
exist between the Rio Grande and the
Scenes-SoDescripwith
connects
Pacific
stock
the
Southern
and
Charming Street
but
of
Arabs
or
and
Turks
raising
red
county,
a
sheep
peddling
Railway
mining
gray
A Liberal l'oliuy.
party
Natural Advantages.
landscape tints interspersed
Pacific coaBt, south of the state of ColoLocation and
and
Mexican
at
the
with
Central
of
a
Deroing,
form
with thedeep green of cotton-wooor
tion of the City-I- ts
no
inferior
trinkets
performa,
means,
by
exhibiting troupe
groves
industry.
and there is an almost unlimited
and its connecting roads at El l'f,so, Texas ; The New Mexico bureau of
rado,
and low thickets which fringe its banks, ing bears.
also
are
the Adjacent Kegion.
acres
of fine valley lands
immigration Many
From the Rio Grande, in the heart of New market for the coal products of the disand the lighter verdure of growing crops.
The old town, following the religious so that Albuquerque has railway com
is
while
timber
under
terrifor
at
distribution
the
cultivation,
has
pine
issued,
just
tiehls and gardens, irrigated faith of its founders, the Conquistadores, munication with the great channels of
Mexico, to the great Colorado river, on trict, it is pronounced the finest domesIn Bernalillo county, New Mexico, of by means of rude ditches which conduct makes much of the saints' days, its most trade on the north, south and west torial fair and elsewhere, a neat circular re- plentiful for mining and lumbering purposes the eastern border of
tic and steam coal that there is anywhere
California, the grant in the
in
the
Mexmountain
regions.
viewing the natural resources of New
which Albuquerque is the county seat,
west, because of its richness in carA.
&.
the
of
States
to
United
P.
R.
the
It.
bon and its freedom from sulphur and
Dona Ana county, Las Cruces, county
ico, and from which the following relating
the name perhaps survives of Fray Juan
alternate
for
section
other foreign ingredients, conditions
to the various counties of this territory is seat, with an acreage of 0,201,000 and a pop- - Co. covers every
Bernal. This pious friar of the seven
w hich cause it to make a
quick and inreproduced:
teenth century, the father custodian of
tense heat, and leave no clinker or other
Colfax county, with Springer as county
Galisteo
at
murdered
was
residue except a little white ash, which
New Mexico,
seat, has an area of 4,011,073 acres and a
all sifts through the bars, and leaves the
by the Pueblo Indians in the great revolt
natural
of
furnace as clean as though wood had been
its
10,055;
principal
population
his
Glorieta
of
the
range
1G80.
East
of
used. The dimensions of this coal field
resources are timber, some mining and an
name is perpetuated in Bernal mountain,
have not yet been accurately determined,
to cattle and
rise
excellent
soil,
giving
but it is known to extend for 30 miles north
with its sloping Bides and shaft-likthe
aud
timber
of
raising,
sheep
cutting
and south and about 300 miles east and
"table-top,- "
surrounded by penitentes'
as
and
fruit
of
vegetables
cereals,
west. The Atlantic & Pacific railroad
raising
crosses an elevation often known in
runs through the district form Albuquerprincipal industries.
BerTeak.
Starvation
as
modern days
Taos county, with Taos as county seat,
que westward and is easily accessible by
spurs or tramways, from all points in the
nalillo county, the general dimensions of
lias an area of 1,751,972 acres, and a popula
coal fields. There are live distinct veins
tion of 10,841; its natural resources are the
which are 136 miles from east to west,
of coal knoTvu to exist, lying one above
and 75 miles from north to south, is dis
products of the soil and mining; wheat rais
the other, separated by Btrata of rock and
district of the
ing in the celebrated Taos valley, the protinctively the
clay ol suihcient thic kness to make each
vein readily workable; these vary in
duction of gold and copper, and also the
territory, and for centuries great fortunes
thickness from two to six feet, the smallproduction of mica are, besides sheep and
were made by the early
est being at the bottom, and increasing as
cattle raising, the principal industries.
Vast arid tracks, worthless for cultivation
they come up. It is the opinion of coal
Tierra Amarilla
Rio
with
Arriba
county,
experts that there will be still heavier
owing to lack of water, provide unfailing
and
acres,
area
of
4,404,411
as
seat,
county
bodies of coal found some distance below
pasturage for sheep and cattle summer
has a poplation of 12,770, with its fine for
the level of the valleys, but this is not
and winter, with no need of care save
the
ests, its ample water and a good soil,
known, as there has never been any prothat of herding the animals.
The reizion is rich in minerals. Cop
specting done for the purpose of determinproduction of cereals on the valley lands,
ing the fact no shafts have yet been
cattlo and sheep raising on tho mesas and
per mines are extensively worked at Copsunk, and the mining thus far has all
in the mountains are the principer City, and at the head waters of the Eio
lum';cilng
been done by drifting into the hillsides.
Puercoofthe east. The Sandia mounThere is also considerable coal
pal
pursuits.
Mateo
The extensive district, including several
tains to the northeast, and the San
the
of
in
the
northwestern
done
part
mining
north
to
the
railroads, which must always draw its
and the Jemez mountains
countv
fuel supply from the coal fields on the
west of Albuquerque abound in copper,
San Juan county, with Junction City as
Atlantic it Pacific railroad, will make a
Hilvnr and coal. In Tiierus canon, east
ready demand for all the coal that can be
countv seat, and area of 354,200 acres and a
of the Rio Grande, veins nine feet thick
taken out there, and its remoteness from
nf hittiminmis coal are worked, and ex
a population of 3,890, is making the natural
other coal fields places it entirely beyond
tensive coal fields are mined at Gallup,
its
of
resources
rich,
valleys
productive
large
the reach of injurious competition. Gallup,
on the Atlantic and Pacific railway, m
by tho raising of fruits, vegetables and for150 miles west of
the Arizona line.
Albuquerque, on the
as
markets
for
surrounding
aire, the latter
A. & P. road, is the chief shipping
First National Bank Block, Albuquerque, X. 31.
paint
Albuquerque, the altitude of winch is
herds
of cattlo,
for this coal field at present. The annual
well as for the numerous
5,020 feet, is situated about seventy miles
ulation of 10,427, is noted besides its sheep forty miles on either side of the tracts
t
is now about 000,000 tons and is
horses and sheep also raised in the county,
south of Santa Fe, on the left bank of the
stock interests, for the fine fruit and that is, every alternate section in a body steadily increasing.
Rio Grande. With a population of
Bernalillo county, Albuquerque, county and
crops of cereals raised in the of land eighty miles wide and u7T miles
magnificent
a
acres
inhabitants, it is the largest town in
and
area
of
an
5,024,133
THE LIMBER INIHSTHY.
scat, with
while silver ores are most long, with the privilege of extending ten
Mesilla
New Mexico,
slightly
valley,
population of 20,409, is principally a land of
Within tho A. & P. grant are thousands
Santa Fe, the next in size. Until the
other
in
and
mined
the
Organ
for
successfully
side
the
mile9
further on either
purcattle and more so of sheep raising, besides
of acres of the best pine lands in the
coming of railroads about ten years ago,
there is a valuable production of cereals and mountains.
pose of selecting lands in lieu of those west, and the lumbering
adobe shops
'. M.
the old town of
New West Academy, Albuquerque,
industry is not
area
Lincoln county; Lincoln, county seat,
river-banin
was
which
the
of
mile
of
the
within
the
limit,
valley
may only now, but must ever
eighty
and houses built on
grapes
a very importof fruit, cspeciully
some
f Several
has
be,
of
a
of
of
acres
4,210
our
and
those
railways,
charfestivals
5,483,520
prospective
or
noted
was
Lady
and
population
from
in
the
being
water
Madre,
the
Acequia
aspect,
have been, in the language of the law, ant aud
Wholly Mexican
the Rio Grande Some fine timber is also
one.
Headof
connect
fine
there is
will
suruhristi.
tho
and
in
stock
profitable
each
interests
now
from
are
which
the
Practically
raising;
Corpus
Guadalupe
building,
houses,
river,
pine
acterized by many spacious
main ditch, leading
obtained iu the mountain portions, while large
sold, reserved, occupied by no
and round the adobe houses scattered along ed by church dignitaries, the religious with this
in this field and the lumber
hnilt about a ulncita or court-yarforests Of tho different mountain ranges "granted,
find in it a terminus.
competition
or
city
more
but
lead
and
othespecially
or
or
silver,
homestead settlers
ranks with the best produced in Michiprocession on these days w ith canopy and The extension of the Sc. Louis and San coal,
environed by wardens and vineyards. the valley.
have given rise to extensive lumbering inof wealth and
erwise disposed of," prior to the time the gan or northeastern Texas. Ou the line
copper mining is pursued in some portions
The vine and fruit lands along the river guidons, marches to the music of a band
Many
and
the
of
while
preccoal,
terests,
from
Indian
the
mining
westward
road
of the road, at
of the county. The coal mining at Gallup
are the mills of
distinction resided hero, and it was the begin at a short distance above the town through the street, reverentially regarded Francisco
is most extensively followed in grant was made to the railway company. tho New Mexico Flagstaff,
with the Atlantic is
& Arizona Lumber com- of an extensive district, oc- of Bernalillo, seventeen miles north of Al- by the crowd of spectators that crowd the territory to a junction
followed to such extent that sometimes ious metals
trading-poiof
and
tho
the
extent
The
f
grant,
a
quantity
Pacific
,
and
sidewalks
by
possible
MHO Ono font
the
Railway,
'
nnnv u liii'h
as 100 oars are shipped .from there many places.
cupied, as now, by stock ranches and the buquerque, and from that point southward sidewalks or crouch along
the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Rail- as many
Chaves county, with Roswell as county of land offered for sale by the railway mtuher annually, aud recently the
are many orchards and vineyards new and the plaza fence.
habitants of a dozen Indian pueblos.
The city is well provided with schools way from Kiowa, Kansas, southwest to doily
will be better comprehended by chell Bros.,
lumbermen from
San Felipe Neride Albuquerque, to give and old. Apples, pears, quinces, apricots,
Mora county, with Mora a9 county seat, seat and acreage of 6,635,000 acres and apop- a road connecting
its full and early title to the New Mexican peaches and plums have been abundantly of various kinds. Here, upon a beautiful the Rio Grande, and
That portion of the grant Michigan have purchased 300,000 acres of
rail- - an acreage 2,089,201 acres and a population ulation of 3,310, which is steadily and rap- comparison:
of
Texas
the
with
New
of
the
system
city
the
stands
Mexhio,
was
native
these pine lauds and are now
university
iu
site,
emporium of the Rio Grande valley, of raised here, with little care, by the
idly increasing on account of the many ad- lying between the Rio Grande and the establishing, at the new town ofengaged
1
Mitchell,
inhabitants since the first settlement of
founded by Spaniards about the middle
not
its
bases
acres
the
and
embraces
Colorado
14,720,000
offered,
vantages
now
prosperity
120
named
all
west
of
and
miles
was
the country by Europeans
Albuquerque, the largest
the seventeenth century. It
only upon grazing and mineral resources, but states of Rhode Islaud, Delaware, Now lumbering plant in the west. Among
in honor of Francisco Fernandez de la the small fruits are successfully cultivated.
Mexico
was
New
of
who
other
is
in
this
lies
no
of
its
the
agricul- Hampshire, Connecticut and Massachupart
enterprises they are laying out and
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